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This paper explores the application opportunities, technology
requirements and business benefits arising from machine-tomachine (M2M) communication. Intelligent device networking
is the next big thing in information technology. It will enable
the transition from “dumb” products to smart products as portals
into a whole new world of customer value-creation and “smart
services.” CDMA-based wireless networks are at the forefront of
this transformation. This paper is for the vast community of players that make up the CDMA2000® M2M ecosystem. M2M solution
providers, device suppliers, network operators, system integrators, thought leaders in various vertical markets, and investors
will benefit from this exploration.
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Executive Summary

A

revolution is occuring in the world of information and communication
technologies (ICT) as a new era of computing comes about in the form
of machine-To-machine (M2M) communication. M2M will drive a
multiyear wave of growth in the ICT industry based on the convergence
of innovations in hardware, software architectures, back room data center
operations, client devices, and network connectivity and communication.
Millions of devices are currently being connected to the Internet. The types of devices
being connected today extend far beyond the laptops and cell phones we have become
so accustomed to. Today, virtually all products that use electricity—from toys and coffee makers to cars and medical diagnostic machines—possess inherent data processing
capabilities. These days, almost any manufactured object has the potential to become
network-enabled, thus confirming the enormity of the M2M opportunity.
The large opportunity surrounding the M2M arena has competing wired and wireless
technology standards (WAN, LAN, PAN, and BAN) attempting to address the market.
Despite this fragmentation, one particular standard has risen above the rest when it
comes to meeting the needs of the M2M marketplace – Code Division Multiple Access
(CDMA). Our research indicates that:
•

End Users and Solution Providers are choosing CDMA networks (such as CDMA2000,
CDMA450, and EV-DO) to manage their M2M applications due to the low total cost
of ownership. CDMA2000-enabled devices increased by 23.7% in 2009. Furthermore, although not all devices require cellular connectivity, CDMA2000 technology
is often used to aggregate data from other network standards due to its inherent
network security and low data transmission costs.

•

A robust global ecosystem has emerged around providing CDMA2000 M2M products and services. This ecosystem includes module and component providers, hardware providers, network operators, mobile virtual network operators, software/platform providers, and service/solution providers such as OnStar.

•

M2M deployments utilizing 3G CDMA2000 standards are being implemented on a
global scale - in North and South America, Europe, and Asia. Additionally M2M applications are addressing a wide variety of vertical markets including (but not limited
to) Energy, Healthcare, Consumer, Transportation, Retail, Resource, Home/Commercial Building, IT, Security, and Industrial.

•

Numerous benefits derived from the implementation of CDMA2000 technology for
M2M applications include security, network longevity, ubiquitous coverage, high
bandwidth, spectral efficiency, low latency, energy efficiency, and “always-on” connectivity.

The points above have helped CDMA2000 establish itself in the M2M market. Not only
has CDMA2000 garnered a strong current market share, but the technology is also well
positioned to continue to grow as the M2M market expands.
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Introduction
As the world enters the next decade the technology universe is preparing for a new opportunity of unprecedented scale. The 90’s brought about the Web and e-mail, while this
past decade revolutionized e-commerce and business-to-customers relationships. Today,
we are entering a new era, one in which the Internet is the profound driving force on the
path to a truly connected world. In this next technological wave manufactured objects,
everyday devices, general infrastructure, and business tools will increasingly become
network-enabled (smart), thus allowing for constant communication and interaction
between these once disparate groups. This phenomenon, where everyday objects and
devices are online and able to interact directly, is known as machine-to-machine (M2M)
Communication. It is already expanding the definition of “smart device” beyond laptops, mobile phones, and traditional IT devices to include cars, the power grid, industrial equipment, heart monitors and countless other everyday devices. Smart services are
growing up around these newly intelligent device categories to create new solutions for
consumers, businesses, societies and governments.
Exhibit 1: Total Cellular M2M Connections - Worldwide
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Source: Harbor Research, Inc.

The cellular M2M opportunity is diverse and truly global in scale. By the end of 2010,
we estimate that nearly 161 million cellular M2M connections will be present worldwide
and this number is expected to increase to 390 million connections in 2014. These numbers are for non-traditional IT devices alone. When including mobile phones, laptops,
mobile hotspots and other traditional consumer IT devices these figures are even greater.
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Given the size of the M2M opportunity it’s hardly unexpected that several competing
technology standards are vying for a piece of the M2M pie. Despite the many options,
one technology has carved a leading position in the M2M marketplace – CDMA2000.
Around the world CDMA2000 networks have become a proven choice for voice and data
connectivity with over 540 million subscribers and a presence in 120 countries and territories. With its global reach and reliable reputation it is no surprise that CDMA2000
technologies and networks have also
In Europe, KPN chose to deploy a become the go to choice for companies offering M2M products and serCDMA450 network exclusively for use
vices. In the United States for examwith M2M devices and applications.
ple, Verizon Wireless has established
a market leading position with over 7
million M2M connected devices running on its CDMA2000 network. Internationally,
CDMA2000 networks are being used for M2M applications across virtually every continent. In Europe, KPN chose to deploy a CDMA450 network exclusively for use with
M2M devices and applications. Additionally, Tata Teleservices India, China Telecom,
Iusacell (Mexico), and Starcomms (Nigeria) have all announced a wide variety of M2M
applications that are being deployed on their respective CDMA2000 networks.
Exhibit 2: M2M Vertical Market Sizes
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CDMA2000 modules and devices also include R-UIM/SIM cards. This allows solution
providers to insert the appropriate R-UIM card to connect to the network service provider that offers the requisite coverage and service features and, if necessary, later switch
service providers for any reason, for example to obtain a lower price.
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Of course, M2M is not exclusively deployed in the cellular domain, known as the WAN.
Many other connectivity protocols including PAN, LAN and BAN, such as Zigbee Wi-Fi
and Bluetooth are used to create compelling M2M solutions that are complemented or
supported with CDMA2000 network connectivity. For example, a smart metering application might use a PAN technology such as Zigbee to transmit smart metering data
to a data aggregation point or gateway, which then sends the information via a cellular
CDMA2000 network back to the utility for analysis. Innovative combinations of these
technologies will be an important development in expanding the market for M2M applications.
CDMA2000 M2M applications can be found across many vertical markets as well. In
the transportation arena we estimate that over 7 million telematics-enabled vehicles are
using CDMA2000 network connections across the world. Smart grid programs utilizing
CDMA2000 have been announced and deployed in the U.S., Europe, and Asia. Home
and remote healthcare services have also flourished with the help of CDMA2000. In the
U.S. alone over 300,000 patients have benefitted from wireless heart monitoring services
that were enabled with the help of CDMA2000 networks over the last few years.
Regardless of geography or market segment, it’s not hard to find M2M applications that
are employing CDMA2000. The remainder of this paper will explore the benefits that
CDMA2000 technology can offer for M2M applications and systems, highlight successful and unique CDMA2000 M2M case studies, and thoroughly detail the vast ecosystem that has developed within the CDMA2000 industry, concluding with a discussion
of suggested actions and recommendations for those constituents considering entering the
CDMA2000 M2M marketplace.

Advantages of CDMA2000
The combination of advances in cellular and sensor technology has done more to change
business and society than just about any other technology in the past several years. Like the
Internet revolution that preceded it, the emergence of cellular M2M is making solutions
that were previously unthinkable seem obvious and easy. Most revolutionary of all is the
ability to connect not just people, but devices – automobiles, wind turbines, power meters,
industrial equipment, medical devices and ATM machines – regardless of their locations.
The recent advances in cellular technology free devices from the bonds of wired connections and opens up the possibility of networking even the most mobile and remote assets.
Wireless networks are driving the current expansion of the M2M market.
Cellular networks are a reliable and proven platform for connected devices because they
provide simple, low-cost, ubiquitous connectivity. Enabling a given device becomes as
simple as outfitting it with a CDMA2000 module. A fleet management company, for
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example, can place CDMA2000 modules on all of its trucks and know where any truck
is and what it is doing at any given time from any location in the world. With cellular
connectivity, the infrastructure required to complete such a solution is the sole purview
of the cellular provider – the end-user is free to worry about the data and value derived
from the application rather than the intricacies of network infrastructure.
Table 1: CDMA2000 Advantages
Business Beneﬁt

Descrip.on

Enhanced Security

Data sent over CDMA2000 networks is encrypted and encoded in a random digital sequence un<l it reaches its
des<na<on, reducing the risk of intercep<on, @amming of fraud. CDMA2000 supports the IPDEF IPsec suite of security
protocols.

Network Reliability

CDMA2000Gs wide coverage range and use of HsoI handoJsK results in uninterrupted connec<vity for voice, data and
video.

Ubiquitous Coverage

In addi<on to being the largest network standard in Morth America, CDMA2000 oJers eNcellent coverage in rural places
and hard to reach places like deep within buildings.

Network Capacity and Speed

CDMA2000 is op<miOed to provide the most capacity per PertO of spectrum, allowing more subscribers and devices to
connect to the network at a given place and <me, enhancing performance and reliability.

Energy Eﬃciency

CDMA2000 radios implement several paging techniques and sleep modes to consume less power, making the modules
smaller and eNtending their baQery life.

Low Total Cost of Ownership

CDMA2000 networks oJer a low costRperRbyte for data, making it a less eNpensive op<on for many applica<ons S
par<cularly those that require signiTcant bandwidth.

Low Latency

CDMA2000Gs low latency, high bandwidth solu<on makes it ideally suited to enable more compleN applica<ons that
require realR<me updates.

Future Proof

CDMA2000 technology is Hbackward compa<bleK meaning that as new standards are released, they are compa<ble with
legacy protocols, avoiding obsolescence and ensuring the longevity of applica<ons.

Hccurate Posi.on Loca.on

CDMA2000 M2M devices can be accurately located UgeoRtaggedV, tracked and ploQed using assisted WPX UARWPXV.

IP‐based Packet Data

CDMA2000 M2M devices have builtRin YCPEIP and PPP protocols. Zsers can select sta<c or dynamic IP addressing to
ensure con<nuous network connec<vity and secure Trewall access.

Global Roaming

CDMA2000 networks are available in [20 countries and territories enabling mobile M2M applica<ons to roam across
the world.

Private Network Op.on

\obust, secure virtual private networking U]PMV solu<ons are available to enhance security and isolate M2M data tra^c
from general voice subscribers.
Source: Harbor Research, Inc.

With this tremendous opportunity comes some key issues that cellular M2M applications must address. The challenges and issues facing M2M applications are different
from those facing voice applications. As the world increasingly relies on M2M technology to connect increasingly diverse and critical assets, the reliability, security and performance of cellular networks takes on new importance; the consequences of network
failure become more dire. A bad connection no longer results in the mere inconvenience
of a dropped phone call, but instead causes a loss of connectivity to a heart monitor, financial institution or electrical infrastructure.
Harbor Research
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Enhanced Security and Privacy
As more and more devices and pieces of critical infrastructure are placed onto networks,
the security of those machines and the data they collect gains heightened importance. Accordingly, for M2M applications to gain acceptance, end-users will need to have the utmost
confidence in the security of their devices and data. This increased need for secure cellular
connections manifests itself in a number of ways.
Take for instance the smart grid. An Internet-enabled electric
grid is vulnerable to the same types of cyber attacks that the
state and national security community worries about today.
A secure electrical grid is not only a matter of security, but of
profitability and customer service for utilities as they roll out
programs to optimize the efficiency of the grid.

When sending information on a
CDMA2000 network, the data is
encrypted, encoded in a random
digital sequence, and spread over a
channel.

In 21st century healthcare, many new advances in medical treatment and care require wireless connectivity. While these technological advances are a boon to patients and doctors,
many are nervous about the transmission of highly confidential medical information over the
air. A sufficiently secure connection is essential to allay patients’ fears about new technologies
that could improve and save their lives.
Fortunately, CDMA2000 is well suited to meet the privacy and security challenges posed
by the movement of critical data across cellular networks. Developed by the military, CDMA’s original intent was the delivery of highly secure communications. By its very nature
CDMA2000 provides enhanced encryptions making it more difficult for unauthorized parties to steal or interfere with data. When sending information on a CDMA2000 network, the
data is not sent intact; instead, data or voice information is encoded in a random digital sequence and spread over a channel. It is then reassembled once it reaches its destination, vastly
reducing the likelihood of interception along the way. Would be “eavesdroppers” experience
the code as “white noise” and would be unable to interpret the data sent over the network.
CDMA2000 provides additional end-to-end security through its IP-based architecture which
includes leading VPN and IPsec authentication and cryptographic protocols such as TLS/
SSL.

Network Reliability
In addition to security, reliability and performance are crucial for M2M applications. The
value proposition of M2M requires robust networks and constant connectivity. Fleet management solutions lose their effectiveness when the network is down or data is lost during a
period of intermittent connectivity. A patient wearing a heart monitor cannot afford to have
his or her coverage dropped.
Harbor Research
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Again, there are fundamental aspects of CDMA2000 technology that ensure reliable
network service. Since adjacent cell towers use the same frequencies, synchronized
CDMA2000 systems can perform a “soft handoff.” When traveling between two cell
towers, soft handoffs allow both towers to be engaged until the signal strength from the
new tower exceeds that of the first tower resulting in more reliable connectivity for both
voice and data.

Ubiquitous Coverage
Closely related to reliability is the importance of coverage for M2M applications. M2M
applications are often highly mobile or if fixed, are in remote locations or buried deep
within buildings. A solution for monitoring remote assets is only valuable if the coverage
provided to those assets provides adequate “visibility.” For example, many utilities are
saving on operating expenditures by remotely monitoring grid assets in remote, rural
locations. An employee in a network operations center now instantaneously monitors
what would once take a service technician a half a day
to travel to by vehicle. However, to make such applica- CDMA2000 is fully
tions useful, it requires superb service in even the most backward compatible,
remote places.
ensuring applications will

With over half a billion subscribers worldwide, not be left in the dust when
CDMA2000 is an enormous network. Many M2M technologies advance.
solution providers cite this as one of the most crucial
factors in determining which network to join – the knowledge that the solution will be a
part of the continent’s most prodigious network. It was important to them to be a part of
a network that reaches all across the country and into rural locations.

Network Capacity and Speed
M2M applications running on cellular networks need to be certain that other device data
will not crowd them out on a network. If a large number of devices are suddenly “awake”
on the network, an end-user must be assured that the network will not be overwhelmed.
CDMA2000 is optimized to provide the most capacity per Hertz of spectrum, allowing
more subscribers and devices to connect to the network at a given time and location.
Given the constraints of finite spectral resources, CDMA2000 is highly efficient at getting the most out of the available spectrum. This enhanced capacity engenders more reliability, better performance and ensures that devices will remain connected at all times.
Besides offering industry leading network capacity due to increased spectral efficiency,
CDMA2000 networks enable instant and high-speed connectivity. EV-DO Rev. A networks support average data rates between 800 kbps to 1.4 Mbps in the downlink (from
tower to M2M device) and 500 to 800 kbps in the uplink, while CDMA2000 1X netHarbor Research
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works support 153 kbps connectivity in both directions. These speeds are more than
sufficient for most M2M applications.
Energy Efficiency
Energy efficiency is another crucial element for M2M applications since battery power is
a precious resource. Ideally, M2M modules and connected devices can run as long as possible without needing to have their power source replaced. CDMA2000 modules with a
variety of sleep modes have low power requirements, making it possible to design smaller
devices with longer battery life.

Low Total Cost of Ownership
Though M2M applications require the transfer of only small amounts of data, bandwidth will be an increasingly important commodity as M2M applications trend toward
greater complexity. Applications that require video such as security or asset monitoring
already require copious amounts of data to be sent over the air – potentially resulting in
significant network costs. Similarly, home healthcare and consumer telematics often require fairly data intensive solutions. CDMA2000’s low latency, high bandwidth and low
cost per byte make it especially attractive for applications that require substantial data
transfers. At a lower price per byte, CDMA2000 can often simultaneously lead to lower
total costs of ownership for M2M solutions.

Low Latency
For many M2M applications, real-time communication is mission critical. Whether it’s
a demand response application, the integration of renewable energy sources into the grid,
or a fleet management solution, delays in data transmission degrade the value of the application. CDMA2000 1X, EV-DO Rev. A and EV-DO Rev. B, for example, have lowered latency to below 50ms, down from 150-200ms in Rel. 0. Maintaining low latency
has been a focus of successive generations of CDMA technology.

Future Proof
As with any technology standard, obsolescence is a major concern. M2M solutions are
designed to last upwards of five to ten years and must be compatible with changing
technology standards. CDMA2000 is fully backward compatible, ensuring applications
will not be left in the dust when technologies advance. When CDMA2000 advanced to
its more recent 3G formats (e.g., CDMA2000 1X, EV-DO Rel. 0, EV-DO Rev. A, and
EV-DO Rev. B), the newer chipsets were compatible with the older ones. The evolution to the EV-DO standards was a boon to M2M applications in particular. EV-DO,
which stands for “evolution data optimized” is specifically designed to lower latency and
increase bandwidth capacities, resulting in improved service at a lower cost per bit for
Harbor Research
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data transmissions. As M2M solutions expand and evolve towards more data optimized
solutions, the EV-DO series of standards is uniquely suited to meet these new challenges.

Accurate Position Location
CDMA2000 M2M devices can be accurately tracked and plotted using assisted GPS
(A-GPS) making the technology especially well-suited to tracking and location-based
applications such as fleet management.

IP-based Packet Data
CDMA2000 devices have built-in TCP/IP and PPP protocols. Users can select static or
dynamic IP addressing to ensure continuous network connectivity and secure firewall
access.

Global Roaming
CDMA2000 networks are available in 120 countries and territories enabling mobile
M2M applications to roam across the world.

Private Network Option
Robust, secure virtual private networking (VPN) solutions are available to enhance security and isolate M2M data traffic from general voice subscribers.
Table 2: M2M Business Benefits
Business Beneﬁt

*escri-.on

Cost and Service Time
7educ.on

!onnected devices can automa/call1 send out alerts, maintenance re4uests and be 67ed remotel1, reducing
down/me and the number of service trips re4uired.

8e9 or Be:er Services

>mart products o?er solu/on providers enhanced data about their products, leading to the development of new
revenue streams.

Customer 7ela.ons<i- Buildin=

@uilding rela/onships provides ABCs and solu/on providers the opportunit1 to create repeat customers.

Increased Sales

!onnected products can cater to customer preferences, increasing the likelihood that a solu/on will be available to
meet the needs of the user and providing more sales opportuni/es.

*i?eren.ated @roduct A?erin=s

>elling services and endEtoEend solu/ons is far more powerful than merel1 selling productsF connected devices can
generate service businesses that can become indispensible to the customer.

Be:er Customer BC-eriences

!onnected devices enhance the user e7perience b1 providing realE/me informa/on and seamless access through
familiar portals like Internet browsers.

Im-roved InDorma.on

H product development func/on can generate feedback on how a given product is used Ie.g., which features are
popular, which feature cause problems, etc.) which can lead to improved and updated products that are tailored to
customers’ needs.

Source: Harbor Research, Inc.

Case Studies - Business Benefits
CDMA2000 products and services are being incorporated into a wide variety of M2M
applications. Looking at the overall market, it is hard to find a vertical that has not
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benefitted from the use of CDMA2000 networks. CDMA2000 M2M solutions can
commonly be found today in the Energy, Transportation, Retail, Healthcare, Finance,
Consumer, and Industrial markets. In truth however, this list represents only a fraction of the areas that are deploying CDMA2000 M2M solutions.
Below are eight case studies in which CDMA2000 products/services are used for
M2M applications in order to provide insight into the economic returns available to
adopters of CDMA2000 M2M solutions.
•

Transportation - American Trash Management

•

Consumer Telematics - DriveCam

•

Healthcare - CardioNet

•

Consumer Electronics - Sony E-Reader

•

Remote Asset Monitoring - Omnilink

•

Energy - Smart Grid and Metering - Tata Teleservices

•

Industrial and Energy Asset Monitoring - ABB

•

Retail - Digital Payment Technologies

Transportation: American Trash Management - The Business
Case For Reduced Truck “Rolls”
Heightened awareness about energy conservation has
made transportation a hot issue of late. Concerns about
rising fuel prices and the environmental impact of greenhouse gas emissions have consumers and corporations
searching for ways to minimize the use of fossil fuels to
help both the planet and the bottom line. On the enterprise side, fleet management companies are using cellular
networks to optimize operations and reduce the need to
dispatch trucks, thus reducing environmental impact and
costs.
For example, American Trash Management’s (ATM) SmartTrash solution is using
CDMA2000 technology to transform the waste management business. ATM installs
its SmartTrash device in the trash compactors and balers of supermarkets, retailers,
hospitals, schools and manufacturing facilities. The device time-stamps, records and
analyzes compactor data including information about how full the compactor is and
its energy use. This data is then transmitted by KORE Telematics and Aeris across
Sprint’s and Verizon’s CDMA2000 networks to ATM’s data center.
Harbor Research
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Technicians in the data center analyze the data and optimize
On average, the SmartTrash
pickup times. When a compactor requires pickup, ATM contacts the customer’s hauling company via phone, fax or email system saves customers 25% on
and schedules a pickup. Customers can also access compactor waste management costs.
data from anywhere in the world via a web browser.
Constant connectivity is crucial for this type of waste management solution as downtime
can cause major problems for customers. ATM found CDMA2000 to be a proven, reliable alternative since ATM wrote its own IP stack and the company was able to quickly
deploy its solution given CDMA2000’s “packet-based” architecture.
The SmartTrash solution transforms the waste management business from a business
based on regular, scheduled pickups to one which offers pickups on an “as needed” basis.
Reducing the number of trucks dispatched is a major objective for M2M applications as
companies look to cut costs and reduce their environmental impact.
ATM’s solution produced measurable benefits for its customers in terms of cost savings,
increased efficiency and lower environmental impact. Optimized pickups mean fewer
trucks need to be dispatched - for example, every 1.7 days rather than every day at 7:30am.
ATM can decrease waste management costs, and reduce greenhouse gas emissions. Depending on waste output, ATM’s customers realize cost-recovery relatively quickly. On
average, the SmartTrash system saves customers 25% on waste management costs.

Consumer Telematics: DriveCam - The Easy Case for Saving Lives
Much like E-readers, connected cars may be the next major consumer application of
M2M technology. The car’s ubiquitous nature and ability to serve as a platform for hosting a diverse array of services makes it a prime candidate to host new applications. Drivers are expecting more and more out of their cars including
DriveCam has helped save lives
roadside assistance, infotainment and safety. Parents are inand reduce teen driving collisions
creasingly concerned about the safety of their teenage drivers
by 70%.
and are looking for ways to provide enhanced security for
their children.
In telematics, DriveCam is using CDMA2000 technology to enhance driver safety and
reduce the frequency and severity of accidents for consumers and commercial fleets. The
device has two cameras (one facing the driver and another recording what the driver sees),
a DVR, an audio recorder, an accelerometer, and a wireless CDMA2000 module. When
the accelerometer detects an abnormal G-force (e.g., the car suddenly stops, swerves or
speeds up) it triggers the event recorder to capture the audio and video of what is happening inside the cab as well as in front of the car.
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This digital video footage is then transmitted over Sprint’s network to DriveCam’s
operations center where trained reviewers take note of, evaluate and score risky driving
behavior. Customers such as fleet managers, insurance companies and parents then
have access to the footage and evaluations via a secure web browser and can discuss
reckless driving behavior with their employees, customers and kids - both reducing the
cost of accidents and saving lives.
Exhibit 3: DriveCam Overview

Source: DriveCam

Given the amount of video and audio data transmitted back to the operations center,
cost was a major concern. Sprint’s CDMA2000 network emerged as the most costeffective solution. The network also provided excellent coverage in rural locations and
ensured smooth data transfer from anywhere in the country. DriveCam exclusively
uploads data between 1:00 AM and 5:00 AM - non-peak network time, keeping costs
low.
DriveCam’s tangible benefits include more than simple cost savings. DriveCam has
helped save lives and reduced teen driving collisions by 70% in vehicles where their
solution is deployed. The severity of accidents has also been reduced and teens are
more likely to wear seat belts with the device installed. Improving driver safety and
reducing collisions in commercial fleets has helped customers cut their fleet claims in
half – generating significant savings.
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Healthcare: CardioNet - Remote Patient Monitoring
Stops Healthcare from Hemorrhaging Money
If ever a sector of the economy needed device-driven intelligence, it’s healthcare. Patients
and doctors are looking for ways to improve care while maintaining quality of life. This
means a search for better diagnoses and less intrusive care. M2M technologies are helping
accomplish these goals by enabling medical work to occur outside of the hospital, allowing doctors to observe patients in their daily lives and reduce the need for hospital stays
and doctor visits.
CardioNet is one of the pioneers of remote patient monitoring services and mobile cardiac outpatient telemetry (MCOT). The company focuses on the diagnosis, monitoring
and treatment of cardiovascular diseases associated with cardiac arrhythmia. Cardiac
Exhibit 4: CardioNet Overview

Source: CardioNet

arrhythmias are irregularities in the heartbeat that can cause cardiac arrest, heart attacks,
and put patients at greater risk for life-threatening events such as stroke. CardioNet’s
solution enables doctors to wirelessly monitor patients’ heartbeats as they go about their
daily lives, yielding more accurate diagnoses and better
treatments.
Over 4 million Americans are affected
Patients wear 3 leads that are connected to a small sensor
on their chest. The sensor wirelessly transmits ECG data
to a portable monitor that is about the size of a cellphone.
This monitor then tracks the patients’ heartbeat, records
abnormalities and sends data to CardioNet’s centralized
monitoring center over Sprint’s CDMA2000 network. At
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the monitoring center, trained technicians collect and analyze the data before returning
it to the patient’s doctor for further diagnosis and analysis.
The market for wireless cardiac monitoring services is more than $1.2 billion. This is
driven by the fact that over 4 million Americans are affected which in turn causes over
780,000 hospitalizations annually. The national average charge per hospital admission
for cardiac arrhythmias is $26,500 (versus an average prescription rate for CardioNet of
$1,300). Industry surveys of cardiologists provides clear evidence of a growing recognition of the value of MCOT within the physician community. The most important
conclusion from industry analysis is that MCOT is nearly three times more effective in
diagnosing clinically significant arrhythmias when compared with the prevailing industry methods.
These statistics are born out by the financial performance of CardioNet which has now
achieved ten consecutive quarters of record patient volume and revenue (patient volume
increased to 113,000 in 2009, a 50% increase over 2008 and revenue in 2009 increased
to $141 million, a 17% increase over 2008).
The growth outlook for wireless cardiac monitoring remains strong, and the success
of CardioNet’s solution has driven a host of other remote patient monitoring solution
providers into the market making mobile healthcare a leading market for M2M applications. As physicians and patients continue to seek more cost-effective, highly personalized, and less intrusive medical solutions, mHealth and wireless
patient monitoring will continue to grow in popularity.

Consumer M2M: Sony Expands E-Reader Opportunities
As demonstrated by the digital music revolution and current
struggles of print media outlets, consumers increasingly favor
digital content because they want to be able to download it instantaneously at any time and in any place.
The success and popularity of E-readers in North America has
given rise to a global boom for digital content and e-books. Always hungry for more technology, Japan has become the latest
country to get swept up in the E-reader wave. Recognizing the
trend, Sony will be releasing an E-Reader for the Japanese market in the fourth quarter
of 2010. Users will be given “free” wireless subscriptions to KDDI’s CDMA2000 network which allows them to purchase and wirelessly download e-books. Sony’s E-Reader
will be supported by KDDI, Toppan Printing, and daily newspaper Asahi Shimbun.
The 3 companies will offer a platform to distribute digital books, magazines, and newspapers to Sony’s customers.
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Providing E-Readers with network connectivity is driving new service revenue for players
because the product can act as a platform for selling value-added services. Providing these
services is proving to be very lucrative as evidenced by Amazon’s recent announcement
that e-book sales outpaced hardcover sales for the first time in the second quarter of 2010.
E-Readers have clearly staked
E-Readers eliminate approximately 50% out an opportunity driven by a
of publishers’ operational expenditures. compelling user experience. Additionally, selling consumers a
connected platform for purchasing and reading books allows for an expanding customer
relationship. The product becomes primarily a platform for selling the service and drives
customer loyalty as it “locks” customers into services. This is a classic example of where
new user experience converges with business model innovation.
Especially interesting is the way the device is changing the way cellular subscribers interact with providers. The reader is connected to the carrier’s network, however, users don’t
pay a monthly fee for connectivity as they might with a smart phone or iPad. Instead
the cost of network connectivity is built into the price of the device and the downloads.
Users therefore become cellular subscribers without any direct relationship to a network
provider; a model which could be adopted by other service providers elsewhere, especially
as more and more devices require connectivity and users become reticent about paying
for too many different and separate services.
There are multiple advantages driving the market for E-Readers. They eliminate printing and delivery cost which accounts for approximately 50% of publishers’ operational
expenses. In addition to the cost benefits, digital E-Readers are environmentally friendly
a factor that many consumers find appealing. Eliminating the printed page would save
trees and reduce fuel and energy costs related to transportation for distribution.

People and Asset Monitoring: OmniLink Enables New Location Services
Keeping track of people and assets can vastly simplify a complex
world. As more and more companies have widely distributed assets,
it becomes imperative to know where they are at all times. Likewise,
families concerned about loved ones with Alzheimer’s can obtain
comfort and security by knowing the patient’s location at any given
time. OmniLink offers location-based services designed to help customers keep track of people and assets. The company’s hardware and
software solutions provide constant, real-time monitoring capabilities for the criminal justice system, healthcare professionals, banking
industry and others.
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As prisons become increasingly crowded and repeat offender rates continue to climb,
local governments are turning to OmniLink to reduce the stress on prisons and government budgets. Parolees, sex offenders and those on house arrest wear ankle bracelets
and GPS tethers that keep law enforcement agents constantly aware of offenders’ locations. Similarly, the technology is being used to track other groups of people including
Alzheimer’s patients, truant students and mobile workers. Once this equipment is “installed,” OmniLink’s software platform, FocalPoint, allows employers, law enforcement
officials, schools and family members to track
relevant parties and keep their constituents safe. 800,000 children go missing in the United

States each year and over 5 million elderly

OmniLink has also been used to track high-valadults are suffering from Alzheimer’s disease
ue mobile assets including bank bags, laptops,
or dementia.
vehicles and retail goods whether they are indoors, outdoors, traveling by truck or at a fixed
location.
The sensitive nature of many of OmniLink’s applications necessitates network coverage
in a variety of settings. When tracking a sex offender, Alzheimer’s patient, or highly valued asset the network needs to have a nationwide coverage with strong signal strength
indoors, outdoors, in rural settings as well as city centers. OmniLink’s need for this level
of ubiquitous connectivity was the prime reason they chose CDMA2000 to implement
their solution.
Applications for remote people tracking and monitoring are generally addressing very
large opportunities. For example, 800,000 children go missing in the United States each
year and over 5 million elderly are suffering from Alzheimer’s disease or dementia. No
matter how one calculates return on investment for this type of application the demographics related to people tracking demonstrate important returns.

Energy : Tata Teleservices - Smart Grid and Metering
The “smart grid” is arguably the most talked about M2M application today. As energy
demand outpaces supply and environmental concerns grow, utilities across the world are
looking to improve grid efficiency and reliability. Such an undertaking requires remote
monitoring capabilities and widespread connectivity to link distributed assets, promote
efficiency and generate cost savings.
A growing population and rising demand for electricity is putting significant stress on
the Indian electric grid. Many states in India face rolling brownouts – hours without
power – everyday. Accordingly, Indian utilities are looking for ways to maximize the
efficiency of the grid to meet demand. Tata Teleservices Limited’s (TTSL) smart meter
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reading solution offers utilities a means of optimizing the grid and providing more revenue and improved service to customers.
TTSL’s smart meter reading program allows utilities to monitor meters, diagnosis problems and make corrections remotely. Smart meters send back energy usage data over
TTSL’s CDMA2000 network. This enhanced visibility provides utilities with several
benefits. It allows them to identify the source of power outages, solve the problem more
quickly and reroute power to minimize downtime for neighboring customers. The solution also allows utilities to provide incentives to distribute peak demand with intelligent
pricing schemes. Consumers are encouraged to use electricity-intensive appliances during
off-peak hours. Likewise, real-time energy usage data allows utilities to send consumers
SMS messages indicating that they have exceeded their allotment of energy during demand peaks.
TTSL’s solution also improves the reliability of a utility’s revenue stream with solutions
for prepaid billing, SMS bill reminders, detection of power theft, and streamlined bill
collection. Utilities can also perform preventative maintenance, generating additional
cost savings.
Exhibit 5: Tata Teleservices Smart Grid Overview

1.
2.
3.
4.

Modems talk to meters through optical ports
Meters send data to modems which store the data in memory
Modems then push data to a Centralized Data Center (Head End)
Head End processes data in a readable format and forwards it to a
billing engine
Source: Tata Teleservices
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Originally, the solution was enabled over GSM, though TTSL quickly discovered the limitations of GSM for this solution and switched to CDMA2000. One of the GSM solution’s
major limitations was its inability to provide reliable real-time data. Under GSM, meter data
was collected sequentially rather than continuously, making important information unavailable at crucial times. Whereas the CDMA2000 solution could download data in 6-8 hours,
it would take the GSM solution 4-5 days to make the same data available. A lack of real-time
connectivity rendered the solution far less effective. One-way communication between grid
assets and the utilities under GSM meant that tamper and break alerts were available only
after data analysis rather than in real-time. By contrast, CDMA2000’s bidirectional communication structure provides real-time tamper and break alerts so that problems can be addressed immediately, not several days after the fact. Additionally, the GSM solution became
increasingly complex and expensive as more and more meters were added and the frequency
of updates rose. Increasingly high dial-in costs in the GSM solution resulted from low data
throughputs, redials, and frequent disconnections. By contrast, CDMA2000 For Tata, the CDMA2000 solution could
required only 2-3 operational resources download data in 6-8 hours, where the GSM
irrespective of the number of meters de- solution could take 4-5 days to make the same
ployed yielding a simpler, less expensive data available.
solution. CDMA2000’s effective delivery
of real-time communications, fast download speeds and simplicity produces tangible benefits
to consumers and utilities alike.
TTSL’s CDMA2000-based solution enables a wide range of benefits for utility customers,
including quick turnaround times for outage correction, increased uptime and faster revenue
realization. From our analysis of Tata and similar meter cases, utilities can expect the following:
•

5-20% from demand management;

•

10-15% from improved load forecasting;

•

15-20% from faster bill collections; and,

•

5-10% from predictive systems management.

Utilities also benefit from the avoidance of fines and penalties levied against utilities in certain
regions based on outages.
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Industrial and Energy Asset Management: ABB Reduces Service
Delivery Costs and Improves Customer Responsiveness
The goal of asset optimization is near-zero downtime for manufacturing, mining, farming, services, etc., the ability to model optimum machine performance and monitor real-world performance degradation
using sensor data. Ultimately it is the creation of machines
that learn, self-optimize, and even repair themselves—converting emergency repair visits into routine service calls. ABB
and nPhase have partnered to provide that connectivity and
visibility to industrial and energy infrastructure.
ABB’s Circuit Breaker Sentinel is a device that provides utilities
and industrial customers with real-time visibility of current
equipment status and allows them to forecast future maintenance requirements. The device tracks asset performance
and wirelessly transmits this data via nPhase over Verizon’s
CDMA2000 network to ABB’s Asset Insight web platform
where it is analyzed and displayed in a useful way for the customer. The enhanced visibility offered by this solution enables users to keep careful
tabs on the health of their equipment, allowing the customer For ABB, the costs of developing
to avoid unscheduled outages and better comply with envi- and deploying this system has
had a very short pay-back period.
ronmental regulation.
When devices and machines are networked and remotely
monitored, and when their data is modeled and continually analyzed with sophisticated
systems, it is possible to go beyond mere “predictive maintenance” to “prognostics”—the
process of pinpointing exactly which components of a device or machine are likely to
fail, and when. For ABB, the costs of developing and deploying this system has had a
very short pay-back period -- less than eighteen months -- primarily driven by on-line
handling of over 70% of device alerts which, in turn, has enabled a 50% reduction in
overall service time.
The ABB solution generates significant cost savings as users can remotely monitor dispersed assets - removing the need to send personnel to “check up” on distant assets and
infrastructure. The device is currently installed with utilities and industrial customers
such as Con Edison of New York and has received very positive feedback in its initial
rollout.
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Retail: Digital Payment Technologies Drives Revenue Growth
Acutely feeling the effects of the global recession, the retail industry is looking to cut costs and improve service wherever possible. Seeking efficiencies in
payment technology, many retail outfits are turning to M2M to ensure uptime of point-of-sale (POS) terminals. Digital Payment Technologies (DPT)
designs, manufacturers, and distributes
computerized parking management sys- Cities and companies often see 20tems and solutions across North America. 30% increases in parking revenue
The company’s core product is the Digital after installing digital payment
Payment Station (DPS) – which is a point
of sale terminal that’s equipped with a Web-based Enterprise Management
System which allows operators to manage their parking lots remotely from
any location around the world with an Internet-connected device. DPS units collect and
track parking lot information, including parking time usage, as well as collect credit card
payments.
Although the company initially worked with a variety of networking schemes including wireless LANs, it has finally settled on deploying its DPS systems using cellular CDMA2000 connectivity for the majority of its units. CDMA2000 offers ubiquitous coverage and high security levels, two important factors for DPT since they are dealing with financial transactions.
There are several direct and indirect cost benefits driving the use of these systems. According
to DPT, cities and companies often see 20–30% increases in parking revenue after installing
Table 3: Economic Benefits and ROI Summary
Case Study

+er-cal Market

6789 +er-cal Market
Poten-al <=Billions?

Key Beneﬁt

American Trash
Management

!ransporta)on

Saves customers 25% on waste management costs

$6.5

DriveCam

Consumer !elema)cs

Reduces teenage driving car accidents by 75%

$6.0

CardioNet

Healthcare

Reduces cost of trea)ng cardiac arrhythmia by over $20E000 per pa)ent

$4.0

Sony E‐Reader

Consumer Electronics

Eliminates roughly 50% of publishers’ expenses

$10.0

OmniLink

Remote Asset
Monitoring

Can poten)ally track the loca)on of N00E000 children that go missing
each year and 5 million senior ci)Oens with AlOheimer’s

$4.2

Tata Teleservices

Smart Grid and
Metering

Saves the u)lity 15‐20% on bill collec)on alone

$2.0

ABB

Industrial and Energy
Asset Management

Enables u)li)es to reduce service )me by 50%

$7.0

Digital Payment
Technologies

Retail

Achieves 20‐30% increases in parking revenue

$1.3

Source: Harbor Research, Inc.
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digital payment stations. Broken parking meters and piggybacking on others’ leftover
parking time no longer decrease operator revenue. Instead, many parking operators notice an increase in customer satisfaction due to the convenience of credit card payment
and the fact that they no longer have to guess and overpay for the amount of parking
time they require. Additionally, real-time credit card validation eliminates lost revenue
due to overdrawn accounts, or non-working/stolen cards. Related support costs have also
been reduced since parking operators no longer have to worry about deploying and managing landline or Wi-Fi network equipment. It is hardly a surprise that many parking
operator customers report a very short time cycle for their return on their investment
-- typically 12-15 months.

Early Mover Advantages and Impacts
The business case analysis of related customer applications provides strong evidence of
first or early-mover advantage in applications like asset management, vehicle telematics,
smart metering, and healthcare systems. Early adopters have not only developed their
connected offerings, but may already have locked down lasting dominant positions in
their respective industries.
Historically, the ROI for many M2M applications has been calculated based primarily
on productivity and efficiency improvements. While an increase in productivity can be a
Exhibit 6: Business Benefits of M2M Systems

Source: Harbor Research, Inc.
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compelling outcome, most businesses continue to search for additional tangible ROI models
that show either a reduction in costs or an increase in revenue.
Based on our case analysis, the measures that drive investment in M2M systems vary greatly
across different industries and applications. Yet, the results of the analysis point to several
compelling general impacts found in many different cases, including:
•

Roughly 20% reduction in total service costs;

•

Over 65% reduction in technician service calls due to automated alerts and alarms;

•

35% reduction in equipment downtime;

•

5-10% increase in line-of-business return-on-sales (ROS);

•

Over 70% attach-rates for equipment service contracts;

•

20-35% improvement in service force productivity;

•

Dramatic, quantifiable customer retention improvements; and

•

Break-out “double digit” services growth in traditionally GDP-driven businesses.

These are but a few case studies across a great diversity of businesses, and what remains the
same throughout is that most businesses will embrace device networking and smart services
because it promises actionable, real-time intelligence. Such device and network intelligence
will streamline operations and enable new services-based business models with the potential
to drive unprecedented growth.

The Importance of a Collaborative Community
-- The CDMA2000 Ecosystem
No single company will supply an end-to-end M2M solution. To make this all successful,
vendors must create interoperable products that are aligned with industry standards, and
forge the far-reaching and diverse supply-side alliances that customers will require to achieve
complete solutions. Within the diverse and growing community of M2M suppliers and service providers a wide array of companies have congregated around CDMA2000 standards
and technology as a long-term means of providing always-on, real-time connectivity to machines, devices and people.
As M2M applications become increasingly complex, having a robust ecosystem of aligned
players develop, deploy and support solutions is a minimum requirement for success. Given
all of the aspects that must be addressed from a customer’s standpoint, alliances between
suppliers represent the best available means to address the challenges and create maximum
value for all parties involved. Today, the CDMA2000 ecosystem of players provides a broad
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range of capabilities and technology necessary to implement M2M solutions from -- basic
service enablement and network connectivity to device management and other value added
services.
Exhibit 7: CDMA Ecosystem
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Modules and Connectivity Components
Modules and connectivity components are the fundamental building blocks of most M2M
applications, providing connectivity for any device or machine that requires networking.
In the past few years, the market for CDMA2000 modules has been characterized by
falling prices. Technology innovation, economies of scale and the increasing number of
component and module suppliers are driving prices lower, while adding more functionality. This has been a boon to customers deploying CDMA2000-based M2M applications.
Lower module and component costs combined with the low cost per byte data rates that
CDMA2000 enables further decreases the total cost of ownership for M2M solutions.
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Exhibit 8: Module Pricing Comparison
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$40
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N/A

$110

$100
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Source: Harbor Research, Inc.

These trends are not limited to just modules. Not all smart device hardware is embedded the
way modules are. For equipment and systems that are already in service many customers enable their M2M applications with external hardware. This type of hardware enablement has
seen strong uptake in fleet management solutions, public infrastructure projects, and retail/
point-of-sale applications.
To help aggregate the demand for CDMA2000-based wireless modules and devices, an M2M marketplace called the Device Corner
has been created, www.devicecorner.com. This online portal enables sellers to post products for sale, and buyer’s to post their solution requirements.

™
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Mobile Network Operators (MNO)
Mobile Network Operators (MNOs), or carriers, provide backbone connectivity to many
M2M solutions. In the past several years, carriers have awoken to M2M in a significant
way. As mobile phone markets across the globe reach saturation, MNOs are looking for
new growth opportunities and revenue streams. The creation of nPhase, Verizon’s joint
venture with Qualcomm and Sprint’s creation of the Emerging Solutions Group are strong
signals that CDMA2000 network operators are increasingly serious about the opportunity.
This shift in focus is coupled with a lowering of monthly fees as carriers look to increase the
volume of devices on their networks.
Globally, CDMA2000 carriers are actively providing M2M services as well. In Europe,
KPN launched a CDMA450 network for the sole purpose of serving the M2M market. In
Asia, China Telecom is promoting M2M services aimed at addressing several “Internet of
Things” initiatives supported by the Chinese government. In Latin America, Iusacell has
been offering M2M security services to its customers for many years.

Mobile Virtual Network Operators (MVNO)
Mobile Virtual Network Operators (MVNOs) are value-added resellers of network capacity
from a variety of carriers. A few have deployed their own network enhancements to optimize their offerings. MVNOs have historically played an important role by enabling nationwide and global coverage for customers and have shielded carriers from the challenges
of delivering low-to-mid volume M2M applications.
Today, MVNOs are moving away from strictly reselling network space, and are offering device management platforms
with more robust capabilities. These platforms provide configuration, provisioning, R-UIM/SIM management, reporting,
billing, and trouble shooting services. Many MVNOs are either
creating their own platforms or partnering with existing platform players to offer these services.

CDMA2000-based networks
have a proven track record
of providing “always-on”
connectivity, thus ensuring
reliability and uptime for
M2M applications.

Platform Providers
Platform providers build software that collects, aggregates and presents data in a useful way.
Platforms are the “operating system” for M2M systems that provide backend translation of
sensor/device data into systems and interfaces that make the data meaningful for people.
As solution providers seek to make M2M applications more functional and feature-rich,
platform providers are expanding the scope and capabilities of their software. Platform
providers are transitioning from providing simple device management and connectivity
services to more robust offerings. Service delivery features such as monitoring, diagnostics,
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remote control, security management, application delivery, and performance optimizing analytics are increasingly being offered by platform providers. Some providers are taking it one
step further by offering solution delivery features such as managed services, workflow modeling, systems integration, data orchestration, and location-based services.

Solution Providers
Whereas the ecosystem described thus far has been highly horizontal, solution providers tend
to focus on tailored applications for vertical markets. The need for “specialist” capabilities
and applications is fostering a diverse community of vertically-focused players supporting
CDMA2000 solutions. One needs to look no further than the aforementioned case studies
to see this diversity. Players like CardioNet and Lifewatch in home healthcare provide remote
patient monitoring solutions that save and improve lives. Consumer telematics providers such
as OnStar provide consumer-focused, in-vehicle services including roadside assistance, concierge services and navigation, while DriveCam promotes enhanced driver safety. As the cost
of enablement falls and end-users realize new benefits from M2M applications, the market for
the services offered by these solution providers grows significantly.

Success Factors and Recommendations
Around the world today more and more companies are considering cellular M2M solutions as
they attempt to meet the needs of their customers and constituents. In their daily lives both
businesses and people are becoming more technologically “fluent” and dependent. Overall,
there is truly no end in sight for this trend. The world is headed to a state where real-time
interactions and awareness are commonplace.
Every day the benefits of M2M solutions are becoming clearer. Companies are seeing the
increased customer engagement and productivity gains driven by these technologies. Many
product OEMs are keen to harness M2M and are seeing that this technology can have a
far-reaching impact -- just as enterprise resource planning (ERP), customer relationship management (CRM), and supply chain management did in the 1990s and the early part of this
decade. Businesses looking to enter this arena, either to build new applications or to provide
smart devices and services, should consider the following success factors:
Uptime and Reliability Are Necessary: Nothing frustrates end-users more than service
outages. Societies today function in real-time and want on-demand access to data, goods,
and services. Outages and loss of information go beyond frustration for the end-user; in today’s world these types of events cost time and money. The end result has the double impact
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of lost revenue for the business and the customer. CDMA2000-based networks, however, have
a proven track of providing “always-on” connectivity, thus ensuring reliability and uptime for
M2M applications.
Take Security Seriously: Industry observers estimated that data theft cost the world over $1
trillion last year. Worse yet, typical cleanup costs after data breaches have ranged from a few
million dollars to several hundred million dollars per company. Taking the steps to secure M2M
applications up front will be critical for solution providers. CDMA2000 networks offer one of
the highest levels of security of any technology.
Alliances and Partnerships Help Foster Success: The dynamics surrounding connected products and services are complex. Often times enablement services, engineering functions, systems
integration, network connectivity, device/solution management, and application delivery features are all required to effectively deploy the application and related services. More often than
not, these factors vary by vertical market as well. Rather than trying to address all of these
functions individually, companies should consider alliances with partners that have specialized
expertise in the markets chosen. Ultimately, this will reduce the burden on the solution provider
and raise the chances of success. Companies developing M2M applications will likely require
some form of support down the road and would be wise to consider the “richness” of this ecosystem. The CDMA2000 M2M support community consists of several hundred companies that
can help diverse businesses achieve their long-term goals.
Don’t Forget Total Cost of Ownership: Companies often get caught in the trap of only
thinking about the upfront costs associated with the modules and building the M2M solutions.
Unfortunately, this leaves out any consideration related to the on-going costs necessary to run
the solution. Sometimes, these costs are a big surprise for the customer. CDMA2000 offers
lower operational management, network connectivity, and certification costs. When calculating
the ROI and economic benefits of M2M solutions, businesses must take into account these factors. CDMA2000 M2M applications often involve a lower total cost of ownership. Ultimately,
CDMA2000 offers excellent coverage, high-speed data rates, proven security, and a low total
cost of ownership, enabling M2M companies to offer reliable and affordable M2M solutions.
Plan for Mobility: Businesses and users expect their devices, assets, and services to work wherever they go. With coverage in over 120 countries and territories CDMA2000 networks provide
the access and services needed to address today’s mobile dispersed culture.
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Conclusions
Machine-To-Machine (M2M) communication represents a market opportunity of enormous scale. M2M is the phenomena where the world as a whole becomes increasingly
connected and functions in a manner where machines, people, businesses, sensors, devices, and infrastructure all interact and respond to each other in real-time. Although
there are several connectivity standards capable of enabling M2M solutions, not all of
them are truly able to meet the minimum requirements for a successful application. That
said, cellular technologies and their robust features have certainly shown their adeptness at addressing the M2M market. CDMA2000, in particular, has proven that its
capabilities are extremely well-suited for M2M applications. CDMA2000 offers proven
security, privacy, high-bandwidth, low latency, spectral efficiency, ubiquitous coverage,
energy efficiency, network reliability, and a low total cost of ownership. Additionally, the
ecosystem that supports CDMA2000 is large and diverse with many capabilities. Given
these qualities, it is a hardly a surprise that CDMA2000 has become a leading network
choice for smart devices and services. Today, CDMA2000 M2M applications can be
found in North and South America, Europe, and Asia; as well as in industries such as
Energy, Transportation, Healthcare, Retail, Finance, Industrial, Security, Military, and
many more.
* CDMA2000® is a registered trademark of the Telecommunications Industry Association (TIA-USA)
**Device Corner™ is a registered trademark of the CDMA Development Group
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Appendix A -- CDMA2000 Case Studies
Case Study

Vertical
Market(s)

Application

Companies
Involved

Primary Country/
Region
United States,
Canada, France,
Ireland, United
Kingdom, South
Africa, Australia,
Philippines
United States,
Canada, China

DriveCam

Automotive
Telematics

Telematics, Monitoring

DriveCam, Sprint,
Sierra Wireless

OnStar

Automotive
Telematics

Telematics, Infotainment

OnStar, Verizon

eReader

Consumer/
Professional

Sony, KDDI, Toppan
eReader, Mobile Content
Printing, Asahi
International
Delivery
Shimbun

Industrial PDAs

Consumer/
Professional

Mobile Computing

Sempra Energy
Smart Grid

Energy

Smart Grid

Smart Grid
Monitoring

Energy

Smart Grid

Agriculture
Monitoring
Animal Tracking
Construction Site
Monitoring
Data Logging
Environmental
Monitoring
Norse Pipeline

Omnilink
Water Smart
Metering
Wind Monitoring
Wind Farm
Monitoring

Facility/Asset/
Resource
Monitoring
Facility/Asset/
Resource
Monitoring
Facility/Asset/
Resource
Monitoring
Facility/Asset/
Resource
Monitoring
Facility/Asset/
Resource
Monitoring
Facility/Asset/
Resource
Monitoring
Facility/Asset/
Resource
Monitoring
Facility/Asset/
Resource
Monitoring
Facility/Asset/
Resource
Monitoring
Facility / Asset/
Research
Monitoring

M3 Mobile, Telit
Sempra Energy,
Verizon, nPhase,
Aeris, Itron
ABB, nPhase,
Verizon

South Korea
United States
International

Agriculture Monitoring

Sierra Wireless,
Grape Networks

United States,
Europe, Australia

Animal Monitoring

Digi, Detect

International

Building/Structure
Monitoring

Sierra Wireless,
Instatel

International

Remote Monitoring &
Control

M2M
Communications,
Motorola

North America

Building/Structure
Monitoring

Digi, DR DAS

United States

Pipeline Monitoring

Sierra Wireless,
Mobile Electron

North America

Asset Monitoring

Omnilink, Sprint,
Qualcomm, RIM

North America,
South America

Smart Metering

Numerex, ET Water United States

Sierra Wireless,
Wind/Weather Monitoring RES, Mobile
Electron
Energy Asset Monitoring

Digi, Atmospheric
Systems Corp.

United States

United States

CardioNet

Healthcare

Cardiac Monitoring

CardioNet, nPhase,
United States
Sprint

HealthPAL

Healthcare

Remote Patient
Monitoring

MedApps, Motorola
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Appendix A -- CDMA2000 Case Studies
Case Study
Lifewatch

Vertical
Market(s)

Companies
Involved

Cardiac Monitoring

Lifewatch, Verizon

Methodist Healthcare Healthcare

Remote Patient
Monitoring

Mobile Healthcare

Healthcare

Medical Equipment
Monitoring

Rural Healthcare

Healthcare

Remote Medical
Consultation

Travel Nurse

Healthcare

Mobile Medical
Workforce

Vital Data Monitoring Healthcare

Remote Patient
Monitoring

GE Healthcare,
Sprint
Philips, Astral
Communications,
Sierra Wireless
China Telecom,
Qualcomm, Xi’an
Kingtone
Travel Nurse, File
Maker
Chealcomm,
MedPDA,
Qualcomm, KDDI

IusaCam
Little Buddy Child
Tracker

Healthcare

Application

Home Security &
Security &
Monitoring
Monitoring
Personal Security &
Personal Tracking
Monitoring

Primary Country/
Region
United States,
Canada
United States
United States

China
North America
Japan

Iusacell

Mexico

Best Buy - Insignia,
Qualcomm

North America

Chick-fil-A Registers Retail

Wireless POS

Chick-fil-A, Sprint,
Sierra Wireless

United States

Digital Signage
Management

Retail

Digital Signage

Aeris, Microspace
Communications
Corporation

North America

GoldenTee Live

Retail

Interactive Video
Games

GoldTee, Sprint

United States

Intelligent ATMs

Retail

ATM Monitoring

Ventus Networks,
Sierra Wireless

United States

Digital Payment
Technologies, UC
Santa Barbara,
Sierra Wireless
Digital Payment
Technologies, UC
Santa Barbara,
Sierra Wireless

Parking Meter
Management

Retail

POS Monitoring

Parking Meter
Management

Retail

POS Monitoring

Redbox

Retail

Vending Machine
Redbox, Verizon
Monitoring & Mgmt.

Taxi Payment

Retail

Wireless POS

Korea Smart Card
Corp., Telit

Wireless Vending

Retail

Smart Vending
Machines

ZoomSystems,
Sierra Wireless,
United States
Sony, Motorola, etc.

Jukebox Monitoring

Retail

Interactive Digital
Displays

Ecast, Sierra
Wireless

Fire Department
Dispatching

Security

Computer Aided
Dispatching

Ventura County Fire
Department, Sierra United States
Wireless
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United States,
Canada

United States,
Canada
North America,
South America,
Europe, Australia
South Korea

United States
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Case Study

Vertical
Market(s)

Companies
Involved

Application

Sprint, Phillips
County Sheriff’s
Dept., Sierra
Wireless

Primary Country/
Region

Phillips County
Security
Sheriff’s Department

Real Time Crime
Reporting

Tattletale Portable
Alarms
3Soft Vehicle
Management

Security

24/7 Nationwide Security
Tattletale, Motorola
Service

United States

Transportation

Fleet Management

3Soft, Telit

South Korea

Forklift Dealer Fleet
Management

Transportation

Fleet Management

OnTerra, Microsoft,
Malin, Sierra
Wireless

United States,
Mexico

Intelligent Traffic
Systems

Transportation

Interactive Traffic Sign
Management

North America,
Fortel Traffic, Sierra
South America,
Wireless
Middle East

Intelligent Vehicles

Transportation

Dashboard Computers

Ford, M2M Data
United States
Smart, Sync, Sprint

IZOD IndyCar
Security

Transportation

Fleet Management

KORE Telematics,
Safefreight, IZOD

King Solutions Trailer
Transportation
Tracking

Fleet Management

Maritime Fleet
Management

Transportation

Fleet Management

New Hampshire
Schools Fleet
Management

Transportation

Fleet Management

OnStar MyLink

Transportation

Remote Auto Control

GM

North America

Reefer/Dry Van
Intelligent Tracking

Transportation

Fleet Management

GE Equipment
Services

North America

Route Tracking

Transportation

Fleet Management

Sprint, Xata, C&K
Trucking

North America

Storm Tracking

Transportation

GPS Tracking

TMS Logistics Truck
Transportation
Tracking

Fleet Management

Trash Management

Fleet Management,
Trash Collection

Transportation

Onboard Computers Transportation
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Fleet Management

United States

North America

GE Equipment
Services, King
North America
Solutions
Reinauer Maritime
Group, Dell, Verizon, United States
Sierra Wireless
Kore Telematics,
Navman Wireless,
North America
NH School Districts

Sierra Wireless,
Center for Severe
Weather Tracking
GE Equipment
Services, TMS
Logistics
American Trash
Management, Kore
Telematics, Aeris

United States

North America
United States/
International

Aeris, Cadec Global United States
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Appendix B -- CDMA2000 Ecosystem Information
Company

Type

Website

Advantech
Airbiquity
AnyDATA
Asia Telco
Augusta Systems
Avid Wireless
Avnet
Blue Tree Wireless (part of
SixNet)
CalAmp
Cinterion (part of Gemalto)
Cisco
Ctek
DataOnline
DataRemote
Digi International
E-Lins
Eurotech
Forwell Wireless
FourFaith
Fusion Wireless
Gemalto
Helicomm
Huawei
Janus Remote
Laird Technologies
Lantronix

Connectivity
Connectivity
Connectivity
Connectivity
Connectivity
Connectivity
Connectivity

Motorola

Connectivity www.motorola.com

847.576.5000

Multi-Tech
NexAira
Nimble Wireless

Connectivity www.multitech.com
Connectivity www.nexaira.com
Connectivity www.nimblewireless.com

800.328.9717
800.705.0140
858.935.7381

Novatel Wireless

Connectivity www.novatelwireless.com

858.812.3400

Precidia

Connectivity www.precidia.com

613.592.7557

Qualcomm

Connectivity www.qualcomm.com

858.587.1121

Quatech
RF Monolithics
SENA Technologies
Sierra Wireless
SIMCom Wireless Solutions
Sixnet
ST Microelectronics
Taoglas
Telit

Connectivity
Connectivity
Connectivity
Connectivity
Connectivity
Connectivity
Connectivity
Connectivity
Connectivity

330.655.9000
972.233.2903
408.448.1997
604.231.1100
+86.21.3252.3300
518.877.5173
+44.22.929.29.29
353.53.916.9500
888.846.9773
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www.advantech.com
www.airbiquity.com
www.anydata.com
www.asiatelco.com
www.augustasystems.com
www.avidwireless.com
www.avnet.com

Phone
888.576.9668
206.219.2700
949.900.6040
+86.21.51688806
304.599.3200
817.510.5440
800.409.1483

Connectivity www.sixnet.com

518.877.5173

Connectivity
Connectivity
Connectivity
Connectivity
Connectivity
Connectivity
Connectivity
Connectivity
Connectivity
Connectivity
Connectivity
Connectivity
Connectivity
Connectivity
Connectivity
Connectivity
Connectivity
Connectivity

805.987.9000
+49.89.21029.9000
800.553.6387
310.241.2973
908.464.2646
805.339.9739
952.912.3444
+86 (755) 83700465
301.490.4007
+86.755. 88839200
+86.592.6300326
858.847.9611
877.291.9681
858.638.0850
+0086.755.28780808
630.499.2121
800.492.2320
800.526.8766

www.calamp.com
www.cinterion.com
www.cisco.com
www.ctekproducts.com
www.dataonline.com
www.dataremote.com
www.digi.com
www.szelins.com
www.eurotech-inc.com
www.forwellwireless.com
www.four-faith.com
www.fusionwirelesscorp.com
www.gemalto.com
www.helicomm.com
www.huawei.com
www.janus-rc.com
www.lairdtech.com
www.lantronix.com

www.quatech.com
www.rfm.com
www.sena.com
www.sierrawireless.com
www.sim.com
www.sixnet.com
www.st.com
www.taoglas.com
www.telit.com
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Appendix B -- CDMA2000 Ecosystem Information
Company

Type

Website

Phone

Top Global
Trilliant
WinSystems
ZTE
Bell Mobility
China Telecom
Iusacell
KDDI

Connectivity
Connectivity
Connectivity
Connectivity
MNO
MNO
MNO
MNO

www.topglobalusa.com
www.trilliantinc.com
www.winsystems.com
www.zte.com.cn
www.bell.ca
www.chinatelcom-h.com
www.iusacell.com.mx
www.au.kddi.com

949.528.3898
605.204.5050
817.274.7553
+86.755.26770000
905.282.4202
852.2877978
5109.44
+81.3.66780712

KPN

MNO

www.kpn.com

+31.70.3434343

Reliance Communications

MNO

+91.22.30373333

Sprint

MNO

www.rcom.co.in
www.sprint.com/wholesale/
m2m.shtml

Tata Teleservices

MNO

www.tataindicom.com

+91.22.56615445

Verizon

MNO

www.verizon.com

212.395.1000

Aeris
Chealcomm
Crossbridge Solutions
KORE Telematics
M2M Datasmart
Numerex
Orbcomm
USA Mobility
Wyless
Airvana
Alcatel-Lucent
Apprize

MVNO
MVNO
MVNO
MVNO
MVNO
MVNO
MVNO
MVNO
MVNO
Platform
Platform
Platform

www.aeris.net
888.462.3747
www.chealcomm.jp
+03.6272.6790
www.crossbridgesolutions.com 847.478.4000
www.koretelematics.com
877.710.4028
www.m2mdatasmart.com
858.350.5855
www.numerex.com
770.693.5950
www.orbcomm.com
703.433.6300
www.usamobility.com
888.576.1348
www.wyless.com
617.949.8900
www.airvana.com
866.344.7437
www.alcatel-lucent.com
800.252.2835
www.apprizem2m.com
480.889.5676

Atos Origin

Platform

www.atosorigin.com

+44.20.7830.4233

Axeda
Bug Labs
Ericsson
Esprida

Platform
Platform
Platform
Platform

508.337.9200
866.928.4522
+446.10.719.00.00
877.267.4968

GE Asset Intelligence

Platform

Huawei
Microsoft
MobileStack
Motorola
nPhase
Red Bend Software

Platform
Platform
Platform
Platform
Platform
Platform

www.axeda.com
www.buglabs.net
www.ericsson.com
www.esprida.com
www.ge.com/
equipmentservices/
assetintelligence
www.huawei.com
www.microsoft.com
www.mobilestack.com
www.motorola.com
www.nphasem2m.com
www.redbend.com

SensorLogic

Platform

www.sensorlogic.com

617.910.2185

ZTE
ABB
Ambient Corporation

Platform
www.zte.com.cn
Solution Provider www.abb.com

+86.755.26770000
+41.0.43.317.7111

Solution Provider www.ambientcorp.com

617.332.0004

American Trash Management Solution Provider www.trashmanage.com
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888.211.4727

877.983.7466
+0086.755.28780808
800.321.8552
925.463.4800
847.576.5000
312.577.1650
781.890.2090

800.488.7274
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Company

Type

FreightWatch
Giesecke & Devrient

Solution Provider www.gdai.com

703.480.2000

GoldenTee
Insignia (Best Buy)
Intstantel

Solution Provider www.goldentee.com
Solution Provider www.insigniaproducts.com
Solution Provider www.instantel.com

847.840.7027
877.467.4289
800.267.9111

Korea Smart Card Corp.

Solution Provider www.tmoney.co.kr

1588.012

Lifewatch
M3 Mobile
M2M Communications

Solution Provider www.lifewatch.com
Solution Provider www.m3mobil.com.kr
Solution Provider www.m2mcomm.com

877.774.9846
+82.2.2033.8170.80
208.947.9500

MedApps

Solution Provider www.medapps.com

888.876.3327

MedPA
MicroLogica

Solution Provider www.medpa.or.jp

+81.3.6809.6708

Solution Provider www.micrologica.com

+56.2.7350041

Microspace Communications

Solution Provider www.microspace.com

919.850.4500

Mobile Electron
Navman Wireless

Solution Provider www.mobileelectron.com

813.649.8221

Solution Provider www.navmanwireless.com

866.527.9896

Novotech

Solution Provider www.novotech.com

800.268.8628

OmniLink

Solution Provider www.omnilink.com

678.624.5900

OnStar

Solution Provider www.onstar.com

248.588.6050

OnTerra
Qualcomm
RACO Industries
Redbox
Reinauer Maritime
Safefreight
TattleTale
Trimble
Ventus Networks
Walsh Wireless
Xata

Solution Provider www.onterrasys.com

720.836.7201

Solution
Solution
Solution
Solution
Solution
Solution
Solution
Solution
Solution
Solution

858.587.1121
800.446.1991
866.733.2693
718.816.8167
780.421.9055
888.835.5668
408.481.8000
866.576.0457
925.328.1143
800.745.9282
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Provider
Provider
Provider
Provider
Provider
Provider
Provider
Provider
Provider
Provider

www.astralcomm.com
www.cktrucking.com
www.cadec.com
www.cardionet.com
www.consert.com
www.detect-inc.com
www.digitalpaytech.com
www.dr-das.com
www.drivecam.com
www.echelon.com
www.ericsson.com
www.fordvehicles.com/sync
www.forteltraffic.com
www.freightsecurity.net

Phone

Solution
Solution
Solution
Solution
Solution
Solution
Solution
Solution
Solution
Solution
Solution
Solution
Solution
Solution

Astral Communications
C&K Trucking
Cadec Global
CardioNet
Consert
DeTect
Digital Payment Technologies
DR DAS
DriveCam
Echelon
Ericsson
Ford
Fortel

Provider
Provider
Provider
Provider
Provider
Provider
Provider
Provider
Provider
Provider
Provider
Provider
Provider
Provider

Website

www.qualcomm.com
www.racoindustries.com
www.redbox.com
www.reinauer.com
www.safefreight.com
www.tattletalealarm.com
www.trimble.com
www.ventusnetworks.com
www.walshwireless.com
www.xata.com

303.449.7820
773.229.2200
603.688.1010
888.312.2328
919.855.1060
850.763.7200
888.687.6822
740.281.5820
858.430.4000
408.938.5200
+446.10.719.00.00
800.232.5952
714.701.9800
512.329.0292
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